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TIME TO ROCK

SENIOR DAY

Grand Rapids music scene
heats up through November

Lakers looks to defend home
field against Wayne State

A&L i84
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PANEL DISCUSSES UPCOMING POLITICAL TOPICS
fall in one category or the other.”
King said that right now, the
states are divided into two cat
rand Valley State Univer
egories, those that have already
sity’s Hauenstein Center
been decided and those states
played host to a pre-election
that are considered swing states.
panel discussion to debate and dis
“Fascinating then, if you look
cuss different issues on the public’s
at the electoral college map for
minds leading up to the election.
' example, the states that have the
The panel consisted of econom
largest populations in this country
ics department chair Paul Isely,
are not the battlegrounds on which
professor of political science Erika
this campaign is being fought,”
King, vice president of university
King said. Decided states like
relations Matt McLogan, chair and
California and Texas, who have
director of the Henry Institute at
a great deal of electoral college
Calvin College, Paul B. Henry, and
votes, are remaining virtually un
Calvin College religion professor
touched by the candidates.
Kevin den Dulk. The debate was
King also said that candidates
lead by the director of the Hauen
are using the same tactics to try
stein Center, Gleaves Whitney.
and win the election.
The discussion was divided
“The candidates are tending
into two sections, the first had
to conduct very much the same
each of the four panel members
kinds of strategies and almost
discussing a matter of their spe
identical techniques,” King said.
cialty and the second was a ques
King said that in 2008, Obama
tion and answer portion.
had the advantage because of his
Erika King led off the night
use of micro targeting.
by explaining to the crowd the
“It is making that decision
ERIC COULTER | GVL
concept of the electoral college
about just in these few swing
Mapped out votes: Erika King, GV political science professor, speaks about electoral votes as Kevin den
map and pointed out how both
states, which ones it is you want
Dulk and Matt McLogan listen in during an election panel hosted by the Hauenstein Center on Monday.
candidates are targeting the same
to target,” King said. “Which
states leading up to the election.
types of individuals are you
great deal about the national public
might remember from 1992, James
have been targeting exactly the
“I want to emphasize that even
opinion polls and who is ahead and
Carville, ‘It’s the electoral college, same states. There is no argument
looking to get to the polls and
though over the next few days we
who is behind on a national level, to
stupid,”’ King said. “What is very
between the Romney camp and the
are going to hear a
SEE PANEL A2
paraphrase somebody who we all
interesting is that both campaigns
Obama camp about which states
BY AUSTIN METZ

GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

G

COE to move from
EberharcTto DeVos
BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER

ARCHIVE | GVL

PowWow: GVSU's Office of Multicultural Affairs keeps Native American heritage alive through cultural events.

INVISIBLE MINORITY NO MORE
GV celebrates Native American Heritage Month
BY LEAH MITCHELL
GVL STAFF WRITER

Although tradition plays a sub
stantial role in the Native Ameri
can culture, it is not the only
aspect that keeps this historical
heritage alive today. Grand Val
ley State University’s Office of
Multicultural Affairs will be host
ing five events in honor of Na
tional Native American Heritage
Month.
Kristie Scanlon, OMA assis
tant director and student organiza
tion adviser of the Native Ameri
can Student Association said she
thought it was very important to
recognize the significant Native
population at GVSU by honoring
its culture, history and traditions.
“Intercultural competence is

an important characteristic of to
day’s society,” Scanlon said. “My
hope is that students, faculty and
staff who attend these events will
learn something new they can ap
ply in their daily life.”
November was declared Na
tional American Indian Heritage
Month in 1990 by former Presi
dent George Bush. It is a GVSU
tradition to take part in this na
tionally recognized event, but
this year it is especially signifi
cant due to the number of wellknown speakers who are making
an appearance.
Frank Ettawageshik will kick
off the presentations on Nov.l at
4 p.m. with a session specifically
on Native culture, tradition and
heritage. As a Native American
board member on both the state

and national level, Ettawageshik
is extremely connected with the
local community. This presenta
tion will be held in room 2250 of
the Kirkhof Center.
Olympic gold medalist Billy
Mills, Harvard graduate Steven
(Naganashe) Perry, practicing Na
tive attorney Gyasi Ross and Levi
Rickert, the nationally recognized
editor in chief of the Native News
Network, are other prominent
speakers addressing students over
the course of November.
A few GVSU students in
volved in NASA said the topics
will put the audience in the midst
of controversy. Ross’s presenta
tion on Native membership ver
sus citizenship and blood

SEE HERITAGE. A2

Come spring 2013,
the students and faculty
of Grand Valley State
University
College
of Education will no
longer be scat
tered around
the Eberhard
Center and
will embrace
their
new,
more spacious
home within DeVos. The COE
will be moving into some of
the 3rd and the 4th floor areas
of DeVos where the Seidman
College of Business is current
ly located.
The majority of the col
lege’s staff and faculty are
located within the Eberhard
Center on Pew Campus, with
some faculty at the Holland
and Traverse City sites, but
none on the Allendale campus,
said Bonnie Bowen of the COE
dean’s office.
Currently, the college’s staff
members are found on almost
every floor of Eberhard.
“We have staff on the 1st, and
5th through 9th floors now,” Bo
wen said, adding the move is a
response to a need of more space.
“Right now we are at complete
capacity. This new building will
closely align (our staff) and de
partmentalize faculty.”
An advantage with the new
DeVos building is the potential
for expansion. Bowen said the
COE has a large number of ad
junct faculty members, and De
Vos will provide space for them.
While space may be an issue
for faculty, the COE also need
ed the make the move to ensure
the privacy for its students.

‘‘Faculty on floors 8 and 9
don’t have fully enclosed offic
es. (We wanted to make sure)
students getting advising and
having private conversations
with staff are kept confiden
tial,” Bowen said.
Although the move will affect
the college’s faculty and staff,
students may not be as affected.
The COE is switching
buildings, but the department
will still be primarily located
on Pew Campus and many
students will continue to have
classes in Allendale.
Faculty within the college
work to provide students on
both campuses opportunities
for and access to COE pro
grams and assistance.
Thomas Owens, director of
the student information and
services center at the COE,
said the distance between the
College of Education and its
students isn’t a great problem.
To ensure strong communi
cation between people on each
campus, faculty members use
technology to stay in touch and
connected with their students,
Owens said. But the COE also
works with the College of Lib
eral Arts and Sciences, which
fnitially advises potential edu
cation students.
‘‘We have a great working
relationship in the area of ad
vising with the CLAS Advis
ing Center on the Allendale
Campus,” Owens said. “Since
we work so closely with these
faculty and staff members, our
students receive excellent ad
vising through their years here
at GVSU.”
Along with the move, some
elements of the COE will also

SEE MOVE, A2
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tensive campaign erf micro
targeting utilizing a very in
teresting combination of very
traditional techniques but also
very new or high tech aspects
in all of this as well,” King
said. • New techniques she
mentioned included reaching
out to the younger audience
through social media.
Next was Paul Isely, who
focused on the economy and
how much each candidate
would spend compared to
how much they would tax
the public if elected.
“When economists use
economic models to determine

who is going to win the elec
tions, they have done pretty
well over the last 25 years,”
Isely said. "This year, every
single reliable model shows it
is a dead heat. In other words,
the economy is bad enough to
erode the incumbent’s normal
advantage but not so bad to
erode it to the point where we
have to look to the other side.”
Isley broke down each
side’s economic stances into
two categories, how much
they would spend and how
much they would tax.
“For every $100 that the
Obama team would have to
spend over the next ten years,
the Romney team wants to
spend $90,” Isley said. “So

Grand Valley Lanthorn

we are talking $10 to $9,
$90 to $100. That’s the dif
ference in what they want to
spend. What’s the difference
in what they want to tax?
For every $100 the Obama
administration wishes to
place a tax on, the Romney
administration wants to le
vee $95 dollars. So, the big
difference, for ever $10,000
you pay in taxes, under the
Obama ideal budget plan,
you pay $9,500 under the
Romney administration.”
Isley also focused on
what each candidate would
spend on national defense.
Romney’s
administra
tion would plan on spend
ing about 55 percent of their

discretionary spending on
defense, whereas Obama’s
would spend about 42 per
cent, Isley said.
The 2012 election has
seen the candidates take
to different routes of cam
paigning with the develop
ment of social media and
with the evolution of cable
and other venues candidates
can release information on.
“Campaigns have figured
this out and they have mold
ed their campaigns to take
advantage of these various
pathways,” McLogan said.
“In an extremely close
election, getting more of
your own supporters to the
polls is key,” McLogan said.

“The dems are using early
voting, a relatively new stat
utory thing. The GOP are
using absentee ballots, a rel
atively old voting technique.
Neither candidate is rallying
with the middle.”
The fourth to speak was
Kevin den Dulk and he
touched on how religion will
effect the upcoming election.
‘Traditional
religionists
vote republican,” den Dulk
said. “Less traditional religion
ists and those without an affili
ation ... they vote democratic.
So we have this distinction.”
den Dulk explained that
one of the key sectors is
based with the traditional
evangelicals.

“One of the reasons
evangelical Christians have
become such a key player
on the republican side is that
they have been very active
in mobilization,” den Dulk
said. “They have groups that
are formed in part to taking
to the polls and if turnout
matters, that matters.”
A Q&A portion closed
out the evening, with audi
ence members asking ques
tions ranging from the na
tional divide the election is
causing to the avoidance of
talking about the possibility
of being able to elect Su
preme Court judges in the
future.
associate @ lanthorn .com
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Making a big move: GVSU's College of Education will move from the Eberhard Center to the DeVos bulding on Grand Valley State University's Pew campus late May or early June.
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be making changes.
“The curriculum mate
rials library, which had a
location in both Allendale
and the downtown campus
will
il OTft^CTP^ie
downtown campus^ said
as s i s t
ess
e
Clark. “Some materials
will remain available on
the Allendale campus, but

transportation
between
the Allendale campus
and downtown has been
HERITAGE
working well for our stu
CONTINUED FROM A1
dents.”
quantum versus citizen
While a final move
ship requirements brings
date is not official, Bowen
issues of current debates in
said it is expected to oc
the U.S., and Perry’s pre
cur sometime in late May
THr^^sentallUilfArfMLllgL iirthe
Native culture will be just
as thotfgffi-TJWW^ m§!
The topics are also
constructed building.
meant to promote aware
ness of the prevailing Na
khaight@ lanthorn .com
tive American culture.
“The events that are be
ing held are not only perti
nent to Native culture but

have a lot of parallels to
different cultures, and the
struggles that they face and
may or may not have over
come,” NASA financial of
ficer Allison Bazaire said.
The
Native
Ameri
can Heritage Month was
planned with the involve
ment Ibf'h'ittfiimittee that
included faculty, staff and
students from across many
areas of campus. President
of NASA Nikole LeCompte
acted as a voice for the
NASA student group.
“Native Americans are

often referred to as ‘the
invisible minority,’ and
the purpose of NASA is to
give the small population
of Natives at Grand Valley
as well as other students
a sense of awareness,”
LeCompte said. “Lack of
knowledge can easily turn
into unintentional racism,
so it is important to educate
the community.”
OMA worked with NASA
and other sponsors like the
Anthropology Department,
the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, the Division

of Inclusive and Equity, the
Native American Advisory
Board, the School of Com
puting & Information Sys
tems, WGVU (GV Public
Media) and the Women’s
Center to help make these
events impact the lives of
students on campus.
Each event is free, open
to the public, and LIB 100
and LIB 201 approved. All
information can be reviewed
on the Facebook page, www.
facebook .com/gvsuNAS A.
Imitchell@ lanthorn .com

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Learning to comfortably discuss politics

BRIEFS
Open enrollment ends
on Nov. 7
The annual benefit open
enrollment will continue
until Nov. 7 for faculty and
staff members. To register,
go to www.gvsu.edu/hro,
and click on the "E-Bene
fits" sub link to make revi
sions as well as reviewing
the benefit elections.These
benefit elections include
the IRS re-election require
ment for Health Saving Ac
counts as well as Flexible
Spending Accounts. In ad
dition, it includes the op
tion for eligibility of depen
dents for the GVSU tuition
reduction program. For
further information and/or
to receive copies, contact
the Benefits office at (616)
331-2220, or you can send
an email to healthandwellness@gvsu.edu

Green team to give
presentation at the
AASHE
The Meijer Campus
"Green Team," as well as
Herman Millerrecentlygave
a presentation in Los Ange
les, California.This presen
tation revolved around the
topics of higher education,
business and non-profits
that are involved with re
sources that incorporate a
community-recycling pro
gram. This presentation
also emphasized the Green
Team's attempts in Holland
throughout the past years,
which include a zero-waste
initiative and a job-training
program at the Holland
City Mission.

Communications capstone
focuses up-coming election

tionship between their learning and the
election.
Her students have completed proj
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
ects
throughout the semester where
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
they describe how the election relates
any students look at the po to their future goals.
“I would describe this capstone
litical process as something
that doesn’t affect them class as a course developed to teach
students
directly, but Grand Valley State
Uni how to educate themselves
versity associate professor Danielle about politics,” said Karlye Byrnes, se
Leek aims to give her students a new nior communications major.
She said this is different from her
perspective.
other
communication courses because
Leek’s communications capstone
this
class
allows her to apply the skills
is geared at helping students become
more comfortable discussing politics she has learned throughout her college
and learning how the 2012 election career to real world concepts.
Byrnes said this course has not
may affect their future personal and
only helped her become educated on
professional goals.
Because this is an election season, politics, but also how to talk about
Leek said it seemed appropriate to de politics in a meaningful way. She said
sign a course that called for students to the assessment assignments helped her
integrate their experience at the univer figure out how politics were directly
sity through an investigation of citizen related to her life.
“Also, the assessments forced me to
ship.
The capstone, COM 495 or Issues dive deeper into the election and gain
in Communication is required for all a better understanding of my views on
majors in the School of Communica certain political issues, which in turn
tions, including communication stud helped me to decide how I wanted to
ies, health communication, photogra vote,” Byrnes said.
Senior Tony Roof, advertising ma
phy, advertising and public relations,
jor,
said the course helped him real
broadcasting, journalism, theater, and
ize
how
politics relates to his field of
film and video.
study.
“The purpose of a capstone course
“This course has taught me the
is to offer students an opportunity to
integrate all of what they have learned importance of politics in our world
in their time at GVSU through the ex today,” Roof said. “Before this class
ploration of an issue of importance in I hated politics and anything that had
to do with it, but now I see politics as
the field,” said Leek.
Specifically, Leek said, the course an opportunity to be a voice in my na
calls for students to articulate the rela tion.”

M

Leek said the purpose of the class
isn’t necessarily to guarantee that the
students are “prepared” for the elec
tion, but it is important that the students
are comfortable discussing politics.
She hopes that from their experience
in this class, students learn that nobody
can really know everything about ev
ery issue or candidate in a campaign—
and that trying to get that information
can be difficult, even for people who

think they know a lot about politics.
“I hope that students leave this class
feeling empowered to engage in a po
litical life,” Leek said. “... by doing so
with the goal of finding out informa
tion and learning about issues that are
important for their lives and careers.”
community® lanthorn c om
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Prepared politics. Danielle Leek, associate professor in the School of
Communications, lectures to her students in her capstone class Monday.

UAS discusses
new programs
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Men wear high heels
for domestic violence
awareness month
Men around Grand Val
ley State University's cam
pus were highly encour
aged to wear high heels
to raise awareness of do
mestic violence. The event,
"Walk a Mile in Her Shoes,"
was on Monday, Oct. 29, at
6 p.m. in the Kirkhof Centelr, roorrf 2290. The Inter
Fraternity Council, Wom
en's Center, as well as the
Campus Violence Preven
tion Team sponsored this
event. Participants in this
event were recommended
to wear high heals to ques
tion specific social norms
for gender identity. This
campaign started in 2001
to improve and educate
men's knowledge and un
derstanding for sexual vio
lence. The keynote speaker
was MarcQus Wright, as
sistant director of academ
ic and student support.This
event was free and open to
the public, and donations
were accepted. Proceeds
went to benefit Grand Val
ley's Rape Aggression De
fense Program.

Speaker to discuss
trading textiles and
apparels
Ever since 2009, Michi
gan's imports and exports
of textiles and apparels
have increased signifi
cantly. In addition, Grand
Valley State University's
Van Andel Global Trade
Center will have a seminar
on Nov. 2 on the "Funda
mentals of importing and
exporting textiles and ap
parel." This seminar will
provide information on all
the dimensions and de
tails with trades of textile
and apparel. Trade in tex
tiles and apparel is often
perceived as complicated
and high risk, and subject
to differing trade rules
across countries, labeling
laws, Consumer Product
Safety Commission regula
tions, and numerous docu
mentation requirements.
The recent expansion of
free trade agreements
has brought about more
changes in tariffs and regu
lations. The seminar will
helpcompanies unravel the
countless nuances associ
ated with trade of textile
and apparel.This event will
take place on Nov. 2 from
8:30 a m. - 3:30 p.m. at the
Bicycle Factory, 201 Front
Ave. For more information,
call (616) 331-6811 or email
vagtc@gvsu.edu.

-r

The Grand Valley State
University Academic Senate
met Friday for the first time
this fall semester to discuss
memos proposing changes
to the university.
The UAS examined new
curriculum proposals, in
cluding an education doctor
ate, a program for a German
MEKIK
Secondary Education minor |
« r.
I
and an LgBTQ curricu-' a memo to expand its re
lum that was dispatched to sponsibility to maintain the
the University Curriculum online curriculum develop
Committee and Faculty Sal ment system. The memo
ary and Budget Committee.
was approved unanimously,
There was also discus as was the following memo
sion of two memos from the to change the date of faculty
Faculty Personnel Policy senate election results by two
Committee on baseline ex weeks.
pectations and application of
“We wanted to move the
promotion for faculty mem date back for election results
bers.
to allow all faculty commit
But the most contro tees to elect their respective
versial issue presented was chairs for the new year with
in regard to a memo from the ‘newly’ elected commit
UCC, which amended the tee,” said Figen Mekik, chair
memo before passing with of the UAS. “Our meetings
one ‘no’ vote. The memo, as end with the end of the win
amended, reads:
ter term, so having election
“Curriculum
develop results so late gives little
ment is the responsibility of time for the new committee
regular faculty. Adjunct fac to elect its new chair for the
ulty (as defined in section 3 next academic year.”
of the Administrative Manu
All memos approved by
al) are encouraged to partici the UAS must be approved
pate in unit-level discussions by the provost before they
of curricular actions, but are can go into effect.
not responsible for curricular
Other topics raised at the
proposals. Visiting instruc meeting were a report on
tors and adjunct instructors Open Access Week and re
may not author curriculum lated scholarships, as well as
proposals. Affiliate faculty information on what OAW is
may author curriculum pro doing to reduce Open Access
posals with unit level ap ‘spam’ by creating a journal
proval.”
quality indicator to analyze
Debate on the issue was the validity of journal sourc
centered mostly around the es.
amendment, with discus
Also, Student Senate
sion about the differences President Jack Iott gave an
between ‘affiliate’ and ‘ad overview of the things go
junct’ faculty, the difference ing on in the student body,
between ‘unit level’ and including Battle erf the Val
‘unit head’ approval, and fi leys and Martin Luther King
nally the pros and cons of the Jr. day events. He also ad
amendment in general. The dressed the senate’s steps to
UAS amended the memo diversify its representation of
before it passed with 10 nays the student body.
and three abstentions.
Finally, the UAS recog
Another memo passed by nized assistant professors
the UAS regarded Advanced Shawn Bultsma, Salva
Placement Credit from the dor Lopez Arias, Michael
Academic Standards and Roscamp and Andrew SchlePolicies Committee. The witz for achieving tenure in
memo passed unanimously 2012. It also honored 38 fac
and addressed policies relat ulty members who received
ing to Advanced Placement tenure and a promotion to
Credit, such as examining associate professor. Promo
the definition of appropriate tions to full professor are
level scores - what the memo celebrated in the winter se
described as “scores that ad mester at the first UAS meet
equately position the student ing following the February
for success in subsequent Board of Trustees meeting.
courses” - and procedures
The next UAS meeting
to propose chanj^s in AP will be Nov. 30.
scores.
ephillips@ lanthorn rom
The UCC also proposed

i
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Sustainable mindset. COE Dean Elaine Collins pushed the school toward a social sustainability.

Spotlight features COE
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

With six featured projects
and eight sustainability-re
lated courses, the College of
Education will be featured
this month as Grand Valley
State University’s Novem
ber Sustainability Spotlight.
Sustainability is a large top
ic that involves three major
factors: Economic sustain
ability, environmental sus
tainability and social sus
tainability. COE, though it
has tendrils in the other two
areas, focuses specially on
the social aspect of sustain
ability.
“The COE is very strong
in promoting social sus
tainability, as the impact
we have on the lives of our
students can dramatically
improve communities and
foster sustainable societies,”
said Alex Jacobsson, dean’s
office coordinator. “The
challenge in the future is to
create a balance between the
three areas of sustainability,
not only within the COE,
but in individual programs
and projects, as well.”
One of the college’s
featured initiatives is the
Grounds well project, “a
hands-on
environmental
learning education initiative
focused on helping teachers
and students identify and
take action on local environ
mental issues,” according to
their website. The .project
works with local schools in
Kentwood County to engage
students in hands-on experi
ences to help restore and
protect the Grand River Wa
tershed. It is funded through
the donations of local orga
nizations and unique profes
sional development oppor
tunities, and it incorporates
the efforts of 4,000 students.
i

50 community partners, 40
teachers, 17 schools and 13
school districts.
Another means of so
cial sustainability in COE
is communication between
alumni and students, which
ensures efficiency in learn
ing and employment. Alum
ni meet three times a year
with students at the univer
sity to talk about education
trends and to help students
make cover letters and re
sumes. They also volunteer
during move-in, homecom
ing and other projects dur
ing Community Outreach
Week.
Yet another initiative is
Adopt-A-District, which of
fers COE faculty, staff and
students the opportunity to
work with schools and dis
tricts in need of help and
resources. This project be
gan in 2003 and works to
provide professional devel
opment, grant-writing, pro
gram development, student
volunteer programs, and
other opportunities for the
districts.
“The College of Educa
tion (COE) believes in giv
ing back to society,” said
Elaine Collins, dean of
the College of Education.
“Our mission is to develop
quality educators who are
‘Teaching, Leading, and
Learning in a Democratic
Society.’ This mission un
derscores our commitment
to educating students to be
increasingly responsible cit
izens. By enriching the lives
of students, we hope they
share their skills by improv
ing their schools, neighbor
hoods and communities.”
The Service Learning
Initiative is another sustain
ability project sponsored
by the COE. The initiative
works to improve the social
conditions of the greater

Grand Rapids area. It in
volves allowing pre-service
teachers to spend a semes
ter working within a local
school developing com
munity-based projects that
deal with real issues in the
community. These teachers
study the ideas of citizen
ship, democracy, teamwork
and social responsibility
while they gain vital subject
knowledge.
Another means of social
sustainability is the COEsponsored Study Abroad
program to Puebla, Mexico.
The project has been ongo
ing for 12 years, and in the
spring the program shifted
to Kingston, Jamaica. Stu
dents, faculty and staff par
ticipate in service learning
projects, mainly by working
to refurbish the SeaView
Primary School. The study
abroad program will also
include a new program de
veloped by Dr. Olivia Wil
liams. Those involved with
the program will travel to
the Dominican Republic for
two weeks in the summer of
2013.
Finally, COE offers
a number of sustainabil
ity courses, including Or
ganizing and Managing
Gass room Environments,
Diverse Perspectives on
Education, Curricular Inte
gration of Ed. Technology,
Transition Practices, Educa
tional Policy and Practices,
Social/Cultural
Founda
tions of Education, Orga
nizational and Community
Relations, and Leadership
Theory into Practice.
For more information on
COE’s featured programs
and classes, visit the website
at
www.gvsu.edu/css/novembcr-spotlight-collegeof-education-8.htm.
ephillips ® lanthorn rom
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DO YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE VOTING FOR IN THIS ELECTION?:

LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:

Do you think the government could successfully pass another bill like SOPA?

Would a fall break Improve student performance?

Vote online at lanthorn.com

YES 69% NO 31%

EDITORIAL
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As Americans prepare to cast their
ballots in support of Gov. Mitt Romney,
President Barack Obama or that other
guy, the Lanthorn offers a few tips for the
undecided, first-time voter.
1. Know yourself
The way people vote often depends
on how they define themselves. Pew
Research Center has reported trends
showing that white Evangelical Prot
estants show a slight favor of Romney
(76 percent to 17 percent), Hispanic
Americans favor Obama (69 percent to
24 percent), and people making less than
$30,000 a year prefer Obama (58 percent

Elections are approaching and that means that you've
90t t° know yourself and know the issues before Nov. 6

to 33 percent),
These people vote according to their
primary identities, and you might do
the same. But try to break that mold and
think a little deeper.
Question yourself and your motives.
The only way we can truly progress as a
country is by deepening our understand
ing of ourselves, of each other and of
our common mission as Americans to
preserve freedom. If you call yourself
American, then before you think of your
own needs and wants or those of your
“primary” community consider the lives
of all Americans and the future of the na

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

and future teachers. Get to know their
hypothetical fate with each candidate, as
well as your own.
Put the thought in, and put the time in
to research to make it easier on yourself
both at the polls, and even after they
close; because voting for the candidate
you know you believe in is better than
voting for the candidate you think you
believe in, only to find after they’re in
office that it’s nothing like you thought
it’d be.
It’s only two simple steps - and they
don’t even require you to leave your liv
ing room.

tion as whole.
2. Know the issues
Okay, that’s tough. You’re expected
to weigh the future of health care,
the economy, science, sustainability,
education, etc., and you’re not likely
an expert in all areas, let alone one in
particular.
Economics major, how much do you
know about the health care model and its
impact on that BMS student sitting next
to you on Route 50? Nothing?
Well, collaborate. Let’s see some
dialogue between future nurses and
future lawyers, future business owners

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY DAN SILLS

How have you prepared for the
upcoming Presidential Election?
"I have watched one of the
debates and read various online
articles with pros and cons of both
candidates."

JORDYN PERIALAS
Freshman, social studies, secondary
education
Roscommon, Mich.

"The way I have prepared for the
upcoming election is by listening
to how each candidate will work
on an issue. Also, by watching the
debates."

ANGELA GILES
Sophomore, pre-business
Hart, Mich.

"Be persuading my liberal friends
they need to vote Romney/Ryan

2012."

A cold weather for a rather cold holiday
MATTHEW PEKIO
Junior, natural resource management
Rochester, Mich.

"I have watched the debates on
YouTube and read articles from
multiple websites/papers on each
candidates stances on multiple
issues."

MICHEAL BREDEWEG
Senior, biology
Hudsonville, Mich.

"The past several months I have been
closely following each presidential
debate, reading newspapers and
viewing the news. I have changes
my homepage to BBC.net and have
fact checked claims made by each
candidate."
LEVI BAUER
Junior, cell and molecular biology
Vassar, Mich.

Hantfjorn

BY GARRICK SEE
GVL COLUMNIST

It’s the most wonder
ful time of the year. With
Thanksgiving and Christ
mas just around the comer,
everyone’s starting to get
into the spirit of such joy
ous occasions.
Mouths are salivating
over the thought of a feast
consisting of savory and
sweet American traditions
with friends and families
coming together around the
table to enjoy each other’s
company. The season is
filled with ice skaters, popsicle lickers and warm huggers for all to enjoy. Every
thing seems perfect. And

then, there’s me.
It is now a revealed truth
that I do not bond well with
special holidays and occa
sions. I always find myself
not being in the right mood
or position to enjoy some
thing that seems simple
enough for everyone else.
Halloween doesn’t interest
me, Thanksgiving makes
me fat, Christmas and New
Year’s often leave me in
solitude, and for Valentine’s
Day? Well, yeah.
Being thousands of miles
away from my family during
these occasions doesn’t help
it as well. It’s funny how my
family seems more fun to
hang around with when I’m
not actually with them; e’est
la vie. You must think of me
as a depressing young man
who is unable to enjoy the
simple things in life then,
right? I won’t blame you if
you think that way, I do.

The key to enjoying the
holidays is often seen as a
cause and effect method.
We come up with things to
occupy these special days
so that we can reap the
rewards in good faith and
company. Candy and cos
tumes for Halloween, food
forThanksgiving,chocolate
and flowers for Valentine’s
and a great, big celebratory
event for New Year’s. If we
treat these days like any
other day, well it would just
be like...any other day.
I’ve started to miss
my family over the last
few days, especially my
11-year-old brother, who
is growing up to become a
well-respected young man.
He deserves to be celebrat
ed for the magnificent, in
telligent young boy that he
is and all I can think about
right now is to give him a
big brother hug.

When it comes down
to it, the holidays are not
what they are intended to be
about. Yes, they have all the
glitz and glamour that capti
vates you visually and aes
thetically, but without your
family to enjoy with, then
what you are celebrating is
an empty void being filled
with unnecessary externali
ties that only helps to numb
the pain for a brief moment.
Take this holiday period
and do something simple
with it for my sake: enjoy
it with your family. When
you’re around people that
you love, the food seems
less fatty, the desserts more
scrumptious and that fire
keeping you and everyone
else warm just lightens up
the atmosphere and gives
you the assurance that any
thing, and everything, will
be alright.
Rsee @ lanthorn .com
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Parking should be free for students, or at least less expensive
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Orand
Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles cf expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letter* or
e-mail typographic errors
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

Come this May, it will
have cost me $11,000 dol
lars in tuition alone to at
tend school this year. Factor
in books and supplies and
you are looking at around
$ 12,000 in one year of edu
cation costs, a lot of money
to become well learned!
However, in my opinion,
education is always a wor
thy investment.
What really frustrates
me, however, is the fact
that despite my $11,000
investment in Grand Valley
i. Jjfc

Bt

and my future. Grand Val
ley can not supply me with
a parking space. No, I am
not satisfied with 20 free
commuter passes, I think
my tuition and dedication
to the university deserve
more than that.
I am well aware of the
economics of the situa
tion. There exists a limited
amount of parking, demand
for spots is high, and costly
passes help alleviate some
of that demand. We gen
erate revenue from sell
ing parking passes, over
$3,100,000; and we collect
just under $200,000 from
students who receive park
ing tickets. This is well and
good, but my tuition costs
still went up this year, so I
wonder how influential the
revenue from parking passes

V

and parking tickets truly is.
I think there are ways to
bring parking costs down
for students, and allow
easier access to parking on
campus. If demand is such
that parking simply cannot
be free, then parking should
cost no more than $50 a se
mester (parking rates are
currently $340 a year).
Another way to allow
for more accessible student
parking? Eliminate unnec
essary costs at our school.
One such example is the
GVPD. Does the GVPD
really need expensive Segways for campus? Can
they not travel in cars, by
bicycle, and on foot? If we
think about it, I believe we
can find many other small
er financial cuts that help
make up for the revenue
fft

Grand Valley would lose
by charging less for park
ing tickets.
I am not one hundred
percent positive that the
parking change could be
effectively made, but 1 do
know that at $11,000 tu
ition costs, we should de
mand that someone try.
We should also not expect
Grand Valley to do all of
the research and work on
parking issues because, lets
face it, we go to an amazing
school that keeps adminis
trators busy in other impor
tant areas.
I love Grand Valley, but
their student parking sys^
tem leaves a lot to be desjred for, and it’s time for
us to try and change that.
ccolleran @ lanthorn x:om
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Political Science classes encourage interest in election
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

ards agreed with Kilbum.
‘The presidential elections bring
a tremendous level of excitement
he elections are fast ap and enthusiasm to political science
proaching and some profes classes,” Richards said. “Events
sors at Grand Valley State like the debates allow students to
University
have
incorporated
discuss a common experience that
election current events into their is of interest to all students, regard
courses. Several of the faculty in less of their political viewpoints.”
the Political Science Department
He added that the elections
agreed that the elections bring more should be of interest to GVSU
enthusiasm and interest in the ma students because possible future
jor and classes, but its outcome will changes could greatly affect them,
not have a big impact on Political especially in regard to the econo
Science majors and minors.
my, which may affect employment
“People’s interest in political opportunities after college. Other
science should transcend who hap issues being talked about include
pens to be in the White House at the environment, foreign policy
the given moment,” said Donald and many other issues that could
Zinman, a professor in the Political impact students.
Science Department. “I don’t think
“For many students, this will be
any particular outcome necessarily their first opportunity to vote in a
portends better or worse for the Po presidential election,” Richards
litical Science major.”
said. “In addition, there are many
Professor Whitt Kilbum in the issues of concern to GVSU stu
Political Science Department said dents.”
the elections bring more attention
Kilbum said every student
to the Political Science major and should be invested in the elections
minor and give students in the pro because there are many issues be
gram more stimulating discussions ing discussed that will affect them
in their classes to get them more in or they could be interested in.
terested in politics.
“College students have a huge
“I think it tends to connect stu stake in the election outcome be
dents to politics they observe in a cause, as young people, they have
campaign to what they read about more of an interest in what hap
in their books and what they dis pens in the future than those of us
cuss in their classes,” Kilbum said. who are much older,” Kilbum said.
“It helps students to see the connec “Whether it’s the economy, the en
tions outside of the classroom.”
vironment, or America’s place in
Department Chair Mark Rich the world, it all affects college stu
GVL STAFF WRITER
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dents’ futures.”
Although the outcome of the
elections may not have a big impact
on the major, it will be integrated
into future political science classes
to keep the course content up-todate for current events, issues, and
trends in politics, Zinman said.
“I’d like to think that students

who are interested in this field are
interested in it for reasons that go
beyond who happens to be in pow
er at the moment, and I think it’s the
same for faculty as well,” Zinman
said.
Kilbum encouraged students
who might have an interest in poli
tics to try taking a political science

course and see what the major or
minor is all about. “I think any stu
dent that finds something interest
ing out there about the presidential
election should take the opportunity
to enroll in a political science class
to see what they can learn about,”
Kilbum said.
shillenbrand@lanthorn.com

AMY HAMMOND | GVL

Election enthusiasim: Department Chair Mark Richards discusses how the election has brought excitement to classes.

Interfaith Dialogue 2012 discusses times of suffering
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS

asked the questions later in
the day, during breaks be
tween sessions.
“I’d rather be Noah than
Hartman opened the first
Job,” said Donniel Hartman, session with the statement
Rabbi and president of the that he would rather be Noah
Shalom Hartman Institute than Job, and explained in
in Jerusalem, who was the brief the stories of these two
speaker representing Judaism men: . Noah was rescued by
at this year’s triennial Jewish/ God, who had him build a
Christian/Muslim Interfaith boat in which to ride out the
Dialogue Conference: Living flood that killed every crea
with God in a Time of Suffer ture on Earth, save the ones
ing. The conference was host on the ark - Noah, his family,
ed in the GVSU L.V. Eber- and two of every kind of ani
hard Center on Tuesday, and mal; Job, like Noah, did noth
sponsored by the Sylvia and ing wrong in God’s eyes, but
Richard Kaufman Interfaith was tested with horrible trials
Institute. The conference was and the loss of everything he
the culminating event of the cared about.
2012 Year of Interfaith Un
“Suffering is an inherent
derstanding, and was a lively part of the human condition,”
and open series of speeches Hartman said, explaining that
and discussions about various any faith has to address that is
faiths. Even Buddhism was sue as well as all other things
discussed, at one point.
that are part of being human.
There were two other In the end, Hartman said. Job
speakers; Rev. Cynthia M. was given everything he had
Campbell, who represented lost, and more, but he had to
the Christian faith, and Omid
suffer
first,
Safi,
who
and from that
represented
we as human
the Islamic ul'he suffering
beings
can
faith. Nearly ofJesus reminds
learn how to
300 people
endure suffer
attended the us that God
ing ourselves.
day-long stands in soli
Campbell,
event, which darity with us.
the Christian
began with
speaker, spoke
Cynthia Campbell
a welcome
Reverend in depth about
by
Sylvia
the different
Kaufman
types of suf
and Mayor
fering, as she
George Hartwell, followed saw them, during her session.
by devotional music from These three areas of suffering
Pakistan’s Qawai Najmud- were: death, and things relat
din Saifuddin and Brothers, ed to it, such as illness; natural
a group of musicians from disasters, and things related to
the Islamic faith who shared them; and the one thing that
some of their culture with a can truly be called evil, in her
song about different peoples eyes - suffering caused by hu
coming together in faith, and man choices. She then related
another praising the prophets. these types of suffering to the
The event ended with a free, suffering of Jesus Christ, and
open-to-the-public
session what we as people can learn
during which the speakers from that.
read passages from their reli
“The suffering of Jesus
gious traditions and reflected reminds us that God stands
on them, followed by discus in solidarity with us,” Camp
sion and questions from the bell said, referring to a con
audience.
cept she called ‘redemptive
The main portion of the solidarity’, which means that
day was broken into three ses through Christ’s suffering, hu
sions, each led by one of the man beings are ‘redeemed’,or
three speakers, with time set saved from sin. Campbell ex
aside for the other two speak pressed the belief that through
ers to respond, and then a time the suffering of Jesus Christ,
for the audience to respond God walks in solidarity with
with questions. These ques human beings, understand
tions ranged from ‘where did ing our pain and suffering z
evil come from?’ to ‘why do though they were his own,
innocent babies die?’ to even because they were, through
‘does God really intervene in Jesus.
“Any religion worth its
life and/or history?’.
Though specific answers salt must be able to grapple
were difficult to give in the with all the elements of hu
allotted time, each speaker manity," Safi, the Muslim
attempted to address these speaker, said. He spoke about
issues as best they could, of how there may be a kind of
ten speaking with those who suffering th^t defines us as hu
GVL STAFF WRITER
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man beings, that perhaps can’t
be changed. From there, he
segued into the idea that God
cannot be a God who ‘inter
venes’ in the present, past, or
future, as that would mean He
was coming from somewhere
‘other’ into what is our experi
ence. Rather, he sa\s. Ciod is
already here, working among
us, and so ‘intervening’ is an
inept word to describe what
He does.

“The question is not ‘why
does God allow suffering
to go on?’,” Safi said. ‘The
question is ‘why do WE allow
it to go on?’.”
' Following these three ses
sions was a reservation-only
dinner, that came with' sheets
that had discussion questions
on them for the attendees to
read and talk about at their
tables. These questions, and
others, were later discussed

after the reflection time that
ended the last evening ses
sion.
Though the event was con
sidered to be a great success
by those who attended, one
person in particular, Debbie
Mageed. a Muslim attendee,
felt that one area of the com
munity was not being reached
enough by the event.
“The 2012 Year of Inter
faith Understanding is a great

project,” she said,” but it’s ba
sically impacting adults...it’s
the young people’that I would
really like to see it impact.”
For more information
about the 2012 Year of Inter
faith Understanding, visit the
webpage
http://www.gvsu.
edu/i nterfai th/2012-y ear-ofinterfaith-understanding-112.
htm.
ephi11ips@ lanthorn .com

OX, SO MY SOBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, A
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY;

WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A UTTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALU I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICX WITH GOURMET.

Since

11
■ ■

Ont?*LD’s

8* SUB SANDWICHES
III of my tasty sib sandwiches arc a fill I inches of
homemade French bread, fresh veggies and the finest
meats A cheese I can bey! And if it matters to yen.
we slice everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where yoo can see it. (No mystery meat here!)

SHE THINKS WHATEVER I DO IS GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THINK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT

1983

GREJLT®*Jrs

0p*MET SANDWlC**

Corporate Headqaarters Champaign. IL

#2 BIG JOHN
Medium rare choice roast beef, topped with
yimmy mayo, lottoco. and tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*
Fresh hoisemade tona. mixed with celery, onions,
and onr tasty saice. then topped with alfalfa sproots.
cucumber, lattice, and tomato. (My tuna rocks!)

*4 TURKEY TOM*

Iny Sub minis the veggies and saice
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham A cheese
Roast Beef
Tina salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Doable prevolene

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

The original Italian sib with genoa salami, previlini.
capicola. onian. lettuce, tomato. A a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Net peppers by ropiest)

#6 VEGETARIAN

J.J.B.L.T.*

Same ingredients and price ef the
sob or dub without the broad.

J

lacin. lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
(Tho only bottor BIT is mama's IIT)

VOX LUNCHES. FLATTENS. UNTIES!

DELIVERY ORIERS will indide a
delivery charge par itom.
★ ★JIMMYJ0HNS.COM**

* Soda Pop
* Real potato chips or jimbo kosher dill,pickle
* Extra load of meat
* Extra cheese or extra avocado spread
* Nat Peppers

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lottoco. alfalfa sproots. tomato, mayo, sliced
^■pbr. lijon mostard. oil A vinegar, and oregano.

pravolona cheese, lettice. temata. A real mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB*
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. prevalent cheese.
Dijon mostard. lettoct. tomato. A mayo

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*
Rial genaa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolono cheese all tappad with lattoct. tamato.
mien. mayo, and aur homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Too hav'ta order hit peppers, jost ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB
#11 COUNTRY CLUB*
Fresh sliced turkey breast, applawaod smoked ham.
pravalme. and tans ef lettice. temate. and maya!
(k vary traditional, yat always axciptimal classic!)

t

Frtsh bakad tarkey braast. pravalme cheese, avecade
spread, sliced cacember. sproots. lottoco. tomato, and
maya! (It s the rail deal, aad it ain't oven California.)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*
Omhla provolone, real avecada spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa spraots. lattice, tomate. A mayo.
(Try it an my 7-grain whala wheat bread. This vtggit
sandwich is world class!)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

★ SIDES ★
* Giant chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

k foil 174 paand of rtal applewood smoked ham.

#12 BEACH CLUB* ©

®

layers ef provolone cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa spreits. sliced cucumber,
lettice. tomato, and mayo. (Traty a gurmet sub not
for vegetarians only............. peace dude!)

My club sandwiches have twice the meat er cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread ar my famous
bememade (ranch bread!

I fall 1/4 poind of frisk sliced mediom ran
raast kief, provolono. lottoco. tomato. A mayo.

Fresh sliced tirkey breast, tapped with lettice.
tomato, alfalfa spreits. and mayo (The original)

#5 VITO*

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
#7 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

PLAIN SLIMS

#1 PEPE*
leal applewood smoked ham and provolone cheese
garnished with lettuce, tomato, and mayo.

MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN”
This sandwich was iaveotad by
Jimmy John's brother Raoy. It's bogo
enough to food the hungriest ef ell
humans! Tens ef genea salami, sliced
smahed bam. capicela. raast beef,
tarbey A prevalent, jammed iota
one ef ear homemade French Ions
then smothered with anions, mays,
lettuce tomate. A ear homemade
Italian dressing.

Roast hoof, tarkoy braast. lottoco. tomato, A mayo.
In Imiricaa classic, certainly oat ievmtad by J.J. bat
definitely tweaked and fiae-tmed to perfection!

#15 CLUB TUNA*
Tbo same as Mr #3 Tatally Tana except this one kas
a lot more. Frosb hoisemade tone salad, pravalmt.
sprouts, cucumber, lettice. A tomato.

#16 CLUB LULU*
Fresh sliced torboy breast, bacon lettice. temate.
A maya (JJ s erigioal turkey A bacon dob)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER"
Real applewood smoked bam and bacon with lettuce
temate A Mayo, wbat mold bo better!

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"”
tins, tilt ten tees tier, till jiuur jmrs reiNcpist. ttc m users imivu t. imrte rx» ii|kt ti un« i«r ui*« Cka«|ti
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requires Michigan utilities
to obtain 25% of their
electricity supplies from
renewable resources, such

as wind and solar energy,
by 2025.
i«.
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Why Dp I Cara?
More renewable energy wifi
reduce pollution, thus
protecting public health and
the environment spurring
innovation and $10 billion in
new investment and
creating thousands of Jobs
that cant be outsourced,
according to a recent
university study.
Who Supports Prop 3?
Professors in Michigan
support the 25% by ’25
standard because it will
reduce carbon and mercury
pollution; reduce aerosol,
soot and other particulates in
the air we breathe; and
protect our Great Lakes
resources.

Union of
Concerned
Scientists
ucsusajorg

ELPC ACTION FUND

PROPOSAL 3
MIENERGYMIJOBS COM
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SPORTS

SHORTS
Botts named GLIAC
Women Soccer
Athlete of the Week
After leading the Lakers to
a pair of road wins and a
share of the school's eighth
straight GLIAC regular
season title, senior Ashley
Botts was named GLIAC
Women's Soccer "Athlete
of the Week."
Botts
scored
three
goals in two victories last
weekend against includ
ing two against Lake Erie
University and one against
Notre Dame Ohio Univer
sity. Botts' career numbers
now stand at 61 goals and
27 assists.
Botts is the second Lak
er to receive this award
for the second-straight
week. Fellow senior Maria
Brown received the week
ly award on September
4th and October 1st.

SHOWDOWN
Lakers prepare for
senior day against

Wayne State
t BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

GV Running Club to
host Turkey Trot
For the third-straight year,
the Grand Valley State Uni
versity Running Club will
host the Grand Valley Tur
key Trot 5K. The course is
set up around the GVSU Al
lendale Campus and a por
tion of the proceeds from
the race will be donated
to the Kids' Food Basket in
Grand Rapids
The race takes place on
Saturday Nov. 17 at 10 a.m.
You can sign up at www.
michianatiming.com/registration. Participants can
sign up now, or on the day
of the race. Entry fee is $15
if you pre-register and $25
on the day of the race.
i In years pa6t, this event
has raised over a thousand
dollars for the Kids Food
Basket and usually averag
es around 300 participants.

GLIAC

STANDINGS

Milch s

scoutingrepoRT

MOHNER

DAVIS

"They're very experienced. That's one thing — having
been here nine years — that you see is, with all these
playoff games, and they had the opportunity to play a lot of
extra playoff games, that's a ton of repetitions that those
guys get and its more experience. (Quarterback Mickey
Mohner) and (tailback Toney Davis) some of those (other)
guys (wide receiver Dominique Maybanks) have had a
ton of experience and are very comfortable within their
system ... they really leaned on Toney Davis last year in
their run to the championship, (he's) a very solid back."

Warriors, come out and play
Although the teams did not play last season, the Lakers have dominated the
head-to-head series in this millennium GVSU has won the last ten match
ups by a average of 28 points per game, highlighted by 2009's 59-28 victory.
Wayne State head coach Paul Winters is 0 6 all time against GVSU

SCHEDULE
FOOTBALL
Saturday vs Wayne State
7 p.m.

ANTI-AIR
While Wayne State's been led by its defense for much of the season,
throwing the ball has been a struggle

W. BASKETBALL •
Sunday at Michigan
State
2 p.m.

and that applies for the Warriors

and their opponents. Wayne State boasts the GLIAC's top passing defense,
allowing just 5 9 yards per pass and have allowed just seven passing
touchdowns this season However, those seven touchdowns allowed are
one more than the team has thrown
all season, the third-lowest total in

M. CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at NCAA
Regional Championship,
1 p.m.
W. CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at NCAA Re
gional Championship
1 p.m.

INSIDE LOOK
Coach Paul Winters
5-3, 5-3 GLIAC
Offense N/A
Defense N/A
Points forced 23.4
Points allowed 21.8

the GLIAC.

t this point, it seems
like every week is a
ido-or-die game for the
Grand Valley State University foot
ball team.
Last week’s thumping of rival Hills
dale College moved the Lakers into a tie
for first place in the GLIAC North and a
win Saturday over Wayne State University
will only help the Lakers’ postseason hopes.
Luckily, the similarities between Hillsdale
and Wayne State (5-3,5-3 GLIAC) bode well
for a resurgent GVSU (7-2,6-2 GLIAC) de
fense — something Mitchell hopes can be a
factor during senior day on Saturday.
“I’m hoping that we have consistency
from last week to this week in our person
nel and I do think there will be some car
ryover schematically,” he said. “We won’t
have to go from a Ferris State option to
some other type of attack. I’m hoping our
players can use the experiences they had on
Saturday, to build off of those to move for
ward against Wayne State.”
Moving forward against Wayne State is
going to center around stopping a ground-andpouml-attftBhfor thMecond-straight week. Af
ter cgntmllmg Hill^ale tailback Joe Glendening fast' vreelc" the Lakers will now have to deal
with Wayne State tailback Toney Davis.
Leaned upon throughout the Warriors’
Cinderella run to the NCAA Division II Na
tional Championship game last season, the
junior is currently the GLIAC’s sixth-leading
rusher with 894 yards and 13 touchdowns.
Sophomore tailback Desmond Martin, who
ran three times for 121 yards last week against
Ferris State University is a threat as well.
“We’re not out of the woods yet when it
comes to our rush defense. We have made
some improvements, but we’re not quite
the ’85 Bears yet on that side of the ball,
so we’ve got to do a good job this week of
getting off the field so we can get our of
fense back on the field — it’s going to be a
challenge that way.”
While his numbers this season say dif
ferently, the GVSU defense will also have
to plan for Wayne State quarterback Mick
ey Mohner. The senior has throw just six
touchdowns this season after throwing 25
last season, but he and receiver Dominique
Maybanks have proven they are capable of
doing more than just complimenting the
Davis-led rushing attack.

“We were coming from rock bottom, so
we’re not quite there yet. I still look at the
tape and there are still some things we’re
making mistakes on that we shouldn’t make
mistakes on,” Mitchell said of his defense.
“So we’ve got to keep coaching them and
the player’s have got to keep making adjust
ments. We can still be better on that side of
the ball, I’m convinced of it, and we need to
be as we progress in these last few games.”
The Lakers will again be without the full
assistance of key players on both sides. Junior
tailback Hersey Jackson will undergo season
ending surgery this week, while linebacker
Charles Hill, who broke his wrist against
Northwood, has been limited with the injury.
Hill’s status has given linebackers Lu
ther Ware and Sam Power most of the reps
at linebakcer with a mix of Hill and fresh
man Brad Horling, who has seen time at
linebacker and safety.
GVSU will also be making some chang
es on the offensive line. Right tackle Tyler
Moran„who was originally recruited as a
tight end, moves back to the position as
sophomore Eric LaBuhn moves into the
starting lineup at right tackle.
The move has allowed the offense to get a
little creative with freshman tight end Jamie
Potts. An option quarterback in high school,
Potts now has a package with some wildcat
looks uUhe fold going fwwartlD^pite the
late-seasOTTshufflingrorpra$“r?rmF Change
has done little to affect the offense.
“Everyone in our room prepares like
they’re a starter. That’s kind of the whole
thing with the offense — everyone is there
to be there as a starter,” said senior offensive
tackle Andrew Biedenbender. “It’s not like it’s
a big deal for us when someone else comes in
... everyone is prepared to be called upon.”
While a win over Wayne State poten
tially creates a de facto GLIAC North title
game against Saginaw Valley State Univer
sity next week, the Lakers hope to send their
seniors off right — and the seniors hope
make the best of their final home game.
“It’s definitely just going to be a big
deal. This might be our last game ever at
Lubbers,” Biedenbender said. “You know,
running out of that tunnel for the first time
when you’re a freshman, get all hyped up
and do that, this could be the last time you
do that, so you’ve really got to soak (it)
in.”
The Lakers will take the field on senior day
at 7 pjn.The game can be heard on ESPN 96.1
FM and followed on Twitter @GVLSports.
sports @ lanthorn .com

SOCCER
Friday GLIACTournament Semis,TBA
Sunday GLIACTournament Finals,TBA
VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Saginaw Valley
State
7 p.m.
Saturday at Lake Supe
rior State
2 p.m.

ERIC COULTER | GVL

Breakaway: Sophomore running back Mike Ratay bursts through the defense against Ohio Dominican. Ratay's play will be key without Hersey Jackson this week.
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Lakers confident following
exhibition loss at Cincinnati
BY JUDSON RODRIGUEZ

with tough competition,” said Pe
ters, who scored nine points. ’’Win
ning was always in the back of our
fter a tough 80-60 exhibition head.”
loss against the University of
Sophomore transfer Kristers
Cincinnati, the Grand Valley Zeidaks led GVSU with 17 points
State University men’s basketball
and five rebounds, while senior cen
team is about to begin their 2012-13 ter Tyrone Lee added 10 points for
campaign, shooting for the GLIAC the Lakers.
championship.
Wesley wants to see more focus
The No. 24 Bearcats, a team that from his team as the team progress
lost in the Sweet 16 last season, es through the season.
held off a scrappy GVSU team that
“We need to come out more
wouldn’t go away until the final focused for every minute of the
minutes.
game,” Wesley said. ”We played a
GVSU stayed close in the early good team - our mistakes cost us.”
minutes of the game but the tour
The Lakers must improve upon
ney-tested Bearcats overpowered their free throw shooting with the
the Lakers to earn the win.
regular season approaching. The
“We had some really good mo team struggled, shooting just 7-ofments against a very aggressive 21 from the free throw line, some
tough opponent,” said Lakers head thing Wesley said was an area of
coach Ric Wesley.
focus and concern.
The Lakers had their chances to
GVSU returns three starters from
make things interesting late, cutting last season and three other members
a 21-point lead to 11 with a 21-5 from last year’s team that finished
run. But with 3:11 to play, Cincin 14-13. Senior Breland Hogan re
nati took over and scored the game’s turns at point guard for the Lakers
final ten points.
alongside seniors Lee and Peters in
Senior forward Tony Peters said the frontcourt.
it was a good measure of what the
“There’s still room for improve
team is capable of.
ment with the team even though we
“I think we showed we can play are returning some guys — we want
GVL INTERN

A
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Playmaking: Breland Hogan directs the offense in a game last season.

the team to be the best it can be,”
Wesley said.
The Lakers also have nine new
members this year including sopho
more guard Ryan Majerle. The trans
fer from the University of Toledo is
the nephew of former NBA All Star,
Dan Majerle.
“Ryan is going to be really good
for us as a leader,” Wesley said of
Majerle, who failed to score, but did
grab four rebounds. "He has a good
basketball sense on the court.”
GVSU opens regular season play
against the University of MichiganDearborn, a team the Lakers are 6-0
all-time against, at home Nov. 12 at
6 p.m. The schedule gets tougher in
a hurry as the Lakers then travel to
ninth-ranked Bellarmine University
for the second game of the season.
“If we can go down to Kentucky
and play hard and get a win it will
be a positive sign for our season,”
Peters said.
The Lakers will also play the
third-ranked University of Findlay
Dec. 17 at Findlay (Ohio).
“We have a lot of tough games to
play this year, and we’ve got to get
tougher if we’re going to compete,”
Wesley said.
sports@lanthorn .com
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Consistency: The Grand Valley State University Division II club hockey team has maintained a high level of success in recent years, headlined by a win in the 2011 ACHA National Championship game. ’

Hockey sustains success despite club designation
BY ALEX HARROUN
GVL STAFF WRITER

The bar has been set high with the suc
cess of the Grand Valley State University Di
vision II club hockey program over the last
six years, and attracting high-caliber players
keeps the program near the top of the Ameri
can Collegiate Hockey Association.
Without a typical recruiting process,
GVSU academic standards have just as
much to do with players coming to Allen
dale as the reputation of the hockey pro
gram. With the team hosting 80 to 90 par
ticipants at tryouts every year, head coach
Mike Forbes cites the amount of participa
tion from potential players when it comes to
interest in the program.
“My first concern is whether or not our
student athletes get into the school,” Forbes
said. “We look for the best hockey player
we can find that gets accepted to Grand Val
ley. Since we have had success on the ice, it
helps us attract a better quality player.”
The reputation of the school and hockey
program attracts high school, junior college
and transfer players. Some of the top per
formers from the last couple seasons made a
choice to come to GVSU based on the aca
demic standards of the school more so than
being recruited.
“I wanted a good education and to play
club (after juniors),” said freshman forward
Tyler Stroller. “Also the team (has) won a
national championship and appeared in the
finals last season.”
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Returning players can make some of
the best recruiters with connections to high
school and junior teams.
“With all the hockey players out there, all
you need is one guy to tell his friends who
are interested in looking at a school,” said
senior defenseman Craig Marrett. “The suc
cessful program GVSU has comes into play
with a guy’s decision to come here.”
An online recruiting form, which last sea
son had 140 applicants, helps the coaching
staff reach out to players without a formal
scouting staff. Three times over the summer,
coaches put on camps for potential players
to come skate and get a feel for what playing
at GVSU is all about. Sixty to 70 partici
pants attend each camp with those who are
admitted to GVSU invited to tryouts.
“It’s a good test to find out what kind of
player they are, lets them meet the coach
ing staff and skate with some other players,”
Forbes said. “We’ve been very fortunate^to
be able to attract some good players. We have
smart kids who want to play hockey, just like
the ACHA programs at (Michigan State Uni
versity) or (the University of) Michigan.” ’
There are no scholarships for club hockey
players, and with more strict academic stan
dards to get into GVSU compared to other
area colleges, the coaching staff knows they
face a tremendous obstacle when it comes to
replenishing the roster year after year.
!
“I think it’s remarkable we’ve been iso
competitive given some of the challenges
we have,” Forbes said. “It’s not GVSU’s
fault, it is just the reality of our situation.”
harrouna @ lanthorn x:dm
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POST SEASON PUSH
Men's club soccer team makes history with postseason berth
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

here is a first time for everything.
For the Grand Valley State Uni
versity men’s club soccer team,
coming up short of making the national
tournament the past few years has been
heartbreaking. Never giving up though,
this year’s squad accomplished some
thing no other team before them had.
A phone call to GVSU head coach Jeff
Crooks late Monday night let him know
his team qualified for the 2012 NIRSA
NCCS National Soccer Championships.
The Lakers will be one of 24 teams com
peting in the championships, taking place
Nov. 15-17 at the Mike Rose Soccer
Complex in Memphis,Tenn.
“It says a lot for the players,” Crooks
said. “I am so happy right now I can’t
even tell you how pleased I am. It is just
so exciting.”
Their accomplishments this season
earned the Lakers an at-large bid to the
national tournament. With the country
broken-up into six regions, the top-three

T

teams from each region automatically
qualify for the tournament. Then, based
on the season’s results, six at-large teams
are given a bid to round out the field.
, "They definitely took a look at our
scores, that we are up there, competing
against the best teams and beating some
of the best teams ” said junior defenseman Alec Lanigan, a team captain and
also the club president. “We may not have
won the whole thing, but we are in one of
the toughest conferences in the nation.”
GVSU competes in the Midwest Al
liance Soccer Conference. The league is
split into four divisions with the Lakers
a member of the Central Division. With
an overall record of 15-4 this year, and
8-2 in the conference, the team finished
third behind Western Michigan Univer
sity and Michigan State University. Other
top teams in the conference include the
University of Illinois, the University of
Cincinnati and Ohio State University.
“We have a lot of seniors on the team
and it will be our last time playing com
petitively” said senior midfielder Dan
Radosevich, also a team captain. “Most

of us have been playing since we were
little, so to be one of the 24 teams to get
to the national tournament, it is a real cool
accomplishment.”
Thanks to facilities like the Kelly
Family Sports Center, as well as the turf
athletic fields, GVSU has the resources in
place to prepare and challenge defending
champion Weber State University few the
title.
“Compared to every other school we
play, you can go from U-M and Michigan
State, we have by far the best support and
the best facilities in the country,” Crooks
said. “That is a testament to the school in
general and how supportive they are of
every program. We are always very ap
preciative of that.”
The Lakers will learn ctf the pool they
are in and their first opponent when the
schedule is released on Nov. 8. All teams
have two games on Thursday, Nov. 15,
with action starting at 8 a.m. The Nation
al Championship final will be played on
Saturday, Nov. 17 at 5 pm.
zsepanik @ lanthorn rom

ALEC LANIGAN |COURTESY
Going for the goal: Senior midfielder Nick Abdoo fires a pass during
a game. GVSU qualified for nationals for the first time this season.

U l G B Y

Women's club rugby ends dominant regular season
BY EVAN MCMILLIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Rarely do teams come out of
the gates at the start of season as
a polished work of art, firing on all
cylinders, and dominating every
opponent they face.
The Grand Valley women’s
club rugby team has been every
bit an exception to that rule. With
a perfect 6-0 record for the sea
son, and just one win coming by
less than 50 points, the Lakers are
putting together one of the most
memorable women’s rugby sea
sons in recent memory.

group, as evidenced by their fo
cused game plans and familiarity
with one another as they interact
on the field of play
“Team play. We’ve played as a
team from the start to the end of
each game. Everybody is humble,
but hungry,” said head coach Bob
Richthammer. “Losing in nation
als last was a humbling experience
for a lot of the returning people, so
we truly take it one game at a time.
Our goal is to improve each game
on the mistakes from the previous
game and we really work hard in
practice to do that.”
Though every player on the team

success as the next, all successful
teams have star players they can
rely on when the going gets tough.
And while the Laker’s rugby squad
is oozing with talent, players like se
nior fullback Amanda Godfrey have
stepped up their game and shown
why they deserve some of the spot
light for their excellent play.
“I think the most improved
part of my game is that I have be
come a more aggressive and fear
less player,” Godfrey said. “I tried
to lift weights as much as possible
this summer to increase my size and
strength as well as running to keep
up with my fitness.”
is now over

for the Lakers after their final
game against Wayne State Univer
sity was canceled due to forfeit,
and now they’re looking at a fivemonth layoff until nationals begin
in April. With such a long layoff,
players know that dedication is
what it will take to maintain their
focus and sharpness going into to
the playoff picture.
“We are going to do our best to
keep everyone in shape and work
on the areas that need it. Continuing
to workout as a team is going to be
important,” said sophomore Caitlyn
Kiraly. “If everyone works together
and motivates each other to improve
-before nationals H*e should do great

when we get there.”
During the regular season the
Lakers scored a total of 355 points,
177 more points than their closest
competition in their conference
as Western Michigan University
has scored 178 points. The Lakers
have quite the point differential on
the year, scoring 355 points while
only giving up 31 points. Only
three teams in the conference have
a positive point differential: Ferris
State at plus-six, Western Michi
gan at plus-77 and GVSU leading
the way at plus-324.
mcmilline @ lanthorn £om
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GVSU WOMEN'S CLUB RUGBY | COURTESY
Perfection: The team is shown in a recent match. GVSU has allowed just 4.3 points per game this season.
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Long lasting friendship: CrossBow, a 13-member Celtic music group came together at GV through a variety of different influences, but with a single focus of playing their music for an audience.

STUDENTS, FRIENDS CREATE CELTIC MUSIC
BY STACY SABAITIS
GVL STAFF WRITER

When first meeting CrossBow, the
connection between all of the 13
members might not be immediate
ly apparent, but most of them have
known each other for years.
The Celtic music group is made
up of 13 Grand Valley State Uni
versity students ranging from
sophomores to seniors, including:
Violinists Carly Meloche, Alena
Leshner, Brandy Alexander, Steve
Lesko and Ross Argir, acoustic
guitarist Antonio Militello, man
dolin player Anna Dorsey, banjo
player Tyler Wiewiora, vocal
ist and guitarist Clare Cavicchio,
clarinetist Adam McMillan, bass
ist Mark Pierce, percussionist
Ethan Noga, and electric guitarist
Alec McGuire.
Meloche’s interest in Celtic
music began with the Chelsea
House Orchestra and at Chelsea
High School, which she attended
with Lesko, Argir and Alexander.

For Lesko, it was their orchestra
director that sparked his interests.
“He was very Scottish, ” Lesko
said. “So he was going to festivals
all the time and started the group
about fifteen years ago, and then we
came into high school and we all re
ally liked it for different reasons.”
Meloche said being raised in
Chelsea helped develop their lik
ing for Celtic music.
“We came from a town where
Celtic music was kind of the norm,”
Meloche said. “Celtic music is a
very obscure thing, you know, most
people didn’t even know what Celt
ic meant in terms of music.”
The group didn’t plan to attend
GVSU together, though.
“It was just kind of by coinci
dence that we all ended up at Grand
Valley together, and we wanted to
continue making the same kind of
music together,” Meloche said.
The thirteen members offi
cially became CrossBow in Oc
tober 2011. Meloche said her dad
thought of the group’s name.

“It was kind of one of those
things where we’re already here,
we might as well get together,”
Lesko said.
But when they first got together,
they had no idea what their future
held.
“We thought it was going to be
a couple of friends going and just
having a jam session every night,’’
Lesko said. “Then we started playing
on campus and we got our first gig at
something called the Com Festival at
Albion. It was not a fun time - it was
about 36 degrees that day.”
But Lesko said it was fun for
them to play.
“It was a weird gig,” Lesko
said.
Then the group began to add
more members, as they increased
their playing venues.
“It really jump-started after that
gig, and the more that we played on
campus, the more interest there was
with the group and we picked up
Mark, our bass player that way, and
Anna, ouf mandolin player,” Lesko

said. “We picked them both up last
year just by playing around, and
since then it’s grown to 13 people.”
To decide whom to add, Cavic
chio said the group held auditions
and “.. .pulled people in that way.”
“I think we were all, like, pleas
antly surprised with the positive re
action that we got,” Meloche said.
The group has traveled and
played gigs all over Michigan, and
they hope to go in farther to play in
Indiana and Illinois.
“We’re open to traveling to oth
er states, too,” Lesko said.
• Playing the Chelsea High
School auditorium was bittersweet
for them, but Lesko said it wasn’t
their favorite.
“The winery in Jackson is prob
ably our favorite place to play, and
where we played the most,” Lesko
said. “We did it about once a
month over the summer after play
ing there for Saint Patrick’s Day
and they loved us, so they kept hir
ing us back.”
Lesko said in the future, the

grotip would like to play at the
Celtic festival in Ontario, Canada,
or on Mackinac Island. The group
is open to playing anywhere in the
Midwest, he said.
“We’re always looking for new
stuff,” Lesko said. “We’re pretty
much open to any kind of venue.”
For Dorsey, being in CrossBow
is more than just playing music - it’s
about making memories with friends.
“I feel like these are some of
the best friends that I’m going to
make in college,” Dorsey said.
“I would say our friendship is
quite dynamic and crazy,” Pierce
said.
Lesko said there is a possibility
the group will open up for one of
the a cappella groups on campus
this fall, while continuing to play
informal concerts on GVSU’s Al
lendale campus.
For more information on CrossBow and upcoming events, go to
their Facebook page at facebook.
com/Crossbowmusic.
ssabaitis @ lanthorn .com

Showcasing Cultures
Mexican Film Festival
explores Hispanic heritage
with classic Spanish films
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI
GVL STAFF WRITER

ERIC COULTER | GVL

Creativity flows: Painter John McDonald speaks to students Oct. 29 about adversity and his artistic journey.

Local artist shares creative
path, process with students
BY NATE SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER

Creativity is a concept that
is easily defined, and not as
easily practiced. Artist John
McDonald combines creativity
with humanity in his upcoming
exhibit, “Humans”.
McDonald shared his creative
journey with a group of Grand
Valley State University students
on Oct. 29, giving numerous tips
and talking about dealing with
adversity as an artist.
“If you live in fear you’re
not living your life - you’re
for someone else,” McDonald
said. “You can’t care about
what people think.”
McDonald also showcased
the first two pieces of “Hu
mans", which consists solely
of portraits of people that he
knows personally.
“I just wanted to showcase
all of these different people, and
show how they’re all the same.”
Mdjpnald said. “Human.”

During his career, McDon
ald has done a lot of traveling,
and every place that he’s been
has affected his art in some
way. The most prominent was
noticing how similar people
looked in other countries - this
had a profound affect on Mc
Donald’s life and career.
“The more I traveled, the
more I noticed how everybody
looked the same,” McDonald
said. “I would look at people
and see my friends and family.”
Just as McDonald’s life af
fected his work, his work has
changed his day-to-day life.
The need for repetition be
came more important and Mc
Donald found himself social
izing less and less.
“My art made me more safe,”
McDonald said. “If I’m not
working I become restless and I
start looking for things to do.”
The need for repetition
became more than a neces
sity for McDonald because it
helped him keep his creative

processes going. He goes to
great lengths to control his en
vironment and interactions. .
“Every day at five in the
morning I wake up to paint,”
McDonald said. “I go to the same
restaurants and eat the same
food. I don’t like surprises.”
In his discussion, he made
sure to talk about the impor
tance negative space has had on
his work, and he told the group
of students the importance
when it came to drawing.
“When you use negative space
your brain has no reference of
what you’re drawing,” McDonald
said. “You’re forcing your brain to
work in a different way.”
Courage and “operating
differently” are the keys to cre
ativity, McDonald said.
“You’re not going to fail by
screwing up, you’re going to
fail by not doing it,” McDon
ald said. “You have to do you
work for yourself, who cares if
people don’t like itT’
nsmith @ lanthorn .com

As the Hispanic population grows
within the U.S., the importance of
equality and cultural understanding
has grown with it.
As part of Hispanic Heritage Month,
the Mexican Consulate in Detroit, the
Mexican Heritage Association, LINC,
Celebration Cinema and Grand Val
ley State University’s Latin Ameri
can Studies hosted the Contemporary
Mexican Film Festival.
The festival was split into a three part
series, with films shown at different Cel
ebration Cinemas around the Grand Rap
ids area for three Monday’s in October.
The festival showed “El Estudiante” on Oct. 15, “Espiral” on Oct. 22
and “Flur de Fango” on Oct. 29.
“Flur de Fango,” directed by
Guillermo Gonzalez, was the newest
film shown, being released in 2011,
about a complicated love story be
tween a 14-year-old girl, Marlene, and
her new guardian, Augusto.
“The film covered an important
topic, it was not just a love story, but
also about the problem of women traf
ficking,” said Zulema Moret, associate
professor of Spanish at Grand Valley
State University.
Moret said the problem of human
trafficking is relevant even in the
Grand Rapids area.
Overall though, the event was to ca
ter to the Hispanic community, and to
try to integrate cultures.
“This event provided an oppor
tunity for the community, who never
have an option, to see a film in their
language," Moret said.
She said it was intended for the His

panic community “to feel respected
and not excluded.”
The event also helps to eliminate
stereotypes, according to Moret. She
said events like the film festival can
provide an opportunity for the His
panic community to break away from
judgments, but also is a learning ex
perience to those who may be hesitant
around the community.
To accompany children who attended,
the festival showed “Madagascar 3,”
“Despicable Me” and “Ice Age,” while
their parents watched the other showings.
Moret said the event was beneficial
for students to attend, and it taught the
students “to understand other cultures,
to interact with the community, to help
with speaking skills.”
GVSU students, Rachel Laurain and
Angie Johnson attended the event for a
class, but they appreciated the festival.
Laurain and Johnson agreed that
the movie was different, but overall a
good film.
“Things like this help open up to
those who are different,” Johnson
said.
The festival was a good way to in
tegrate those who speak Spanish, and
those who speak English, Laurain
said.
The GVSU Latin American Stud
ies hosts many events that are free
and open to the public, and Moret said
they are a great opportunity for people
to understand the Hispanic community
and culture even further.
To continue the celebration, the Lat
in American Studies is hosting “Ofrenda - Day of the Dead” Oct. 31 - Nov.
2 from 7-9 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center
lobby on GVSU’s Allendale Campus.
The workshop is with Mexican art
ist and Artprize contestant, Rolando
Mancera, and is a Hispanic tradition to
honor people who have died.
For more information on the events
contact arfcastudies@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-8110.
spendowski @ lanthorn com
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GR gets 'Blown Away':The Gr^nd R^pid^ music scene hetats up with Carrie Underwood Nov. 15 at Van Andel Arena. Other November acts include Falling in Reverse, Bob Dylan and Go Radio.
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Global perspectives: Svetoslav Pavlov, Russian studies' coordinator, tells of film festival importance.

Taking a 'Global Eye' at film
Film series showcases area studies program
BY KARI NORTON
GVL STAFF WRITER

Ballet and theatre have
dominated Russian culture, and
on Nov. 5 Grand Valley State
University’s Area Studies will
be showcasing the 2006 docu
mentary “Ballerina," which
profiles five Russian dancers.
The documentary, directed
by Bertrand Normand, is part
of the Global Eyes Film Se
ries and the Russian Studies
Film Festival and follows the
ballerinas from the Mariin
sky Theatre, which was once
known as Kirov. It shows the
training sessions and work
that took place in preparation
for rehearsals, along with be
hind the scenes footage of the
dancers’ everyday lives.
Svetoslav Pavlov, Grand
Valley State University Russian
studies’ program coordinator,
said the film does a good job
of highlighting that ballet and
theater are still a big part of the
Russian culture.
The Russian documentary
is the third in a series of five
films, each representing a dif
ferent section of GVSU’s area
studies departments.
Zulema Moret, organizer
t

of the Global Eyes Film Se
ries, said they are showing
different types of films to pro
mote global awareness and
knowledge of cultures from
around the world.
Each area studies coordi
nator chose a film according
to his or her personal criteria,
Moret said.
The Global Eyes Film Se
ries started Oct. 10 with the
Middle Eastern film “Koran
By Heart,” directed by Greg
Barker, followed by *‘Life and
Debt,” directed and produced
by Stephanie Black, on Oct. 22
as the African American stud
ies film choice.
The films are taken from
different approaches and per
spectives.
On Nov. 19. the Asian stud
ies will show the film “Last
Train Home” directed by
Lixin Fan. The Chinese docu
mentary focuses on migrant
workers taking the train home
for the Chinese New Year to
the lives they had to leave be
hind in order to find work.
The final film in the series,
“Nostalgia de la luz” (Nos
talgia for the Light), directed
by Patricio Guzm£n, will be
presented Dec. 3 by the Latin

American studies. In the film,
astronomers gather in Chile
from all over the world to
study the stars, while a group
of women search the soil in an
attempt to dig up the remains
of their long-lost relatives.
“Ballerina” also kicks off
the Russian Studies Film Fes
tival, and Pavlov said the film
is different from the others
that were chosen in its series
because it is a documentary.
“This is the first Russian
film festival at GVSU and the
start of a tradition,” Pavlov
said. “We want to make it
known in the Russian speak
ing community, it is not just a
campus and university event,
but for the whole community.”
The film festival runs un
til Nov. 8 and will include
“Vodka Lemon,” “Since Otar
Left ” and "Kidnapping, Cau
casian Style.”
The Nov. 5 showing of
“Ballerina” will take place in
Mackinac Hall, room 126 on
GVSU’s Allendale Campus
at 7 p.m. The event is free
and open to the public, and
refreshments will be served.
For more information contact
areastudies@gvsu.edu
knorton @ lanthorn £om
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ARKETPLACE
Housing

Announcements

The village at 48 Wests has
spooktacular savings! Now
offering $100 off administra
tion fee, hurry this offer ends
Oct. 31! Spacious apart
ments and town homes. 1, 2,
4 bedrooms. On site bus
stop. Quiet environment. Pri
vately keyed
bedrooms. High speed inter
Need Fundraising?
net access. Giveaways to
Boardwalk Subs does
those who take a tour! Call
fundraising! Receive up to
today and you too can live
15% of an entire day's gross this way!
sales. Receive 20% of each (616) 453-7275
$5 gift card sold. Call us
Internships
today for more info!

ARTISTS!
Colors of Community, a fam
ily friendly appreciation of
arts event, is looking for local
artists to showcase their art
and
compete
in
a
judge/viewer voted contest.
Visit www.lifestreamvyeb.org
for more info.

For Sale
Come out to Fruit Ridge
Hayrides, only 30 minutes
from campus! Two com
mazes for the price of one.
U-Pick Pumpkins. Hayrides.
Fresh Apple Cider &
Donuts! 11966 Fruit Ridge
Ave., Kent City, Ml 49330.
fruitridgehayrides.com

Female leaser needed. 48
West. $445/month plus utili
ties.
Furnished.
4
bedroom/4bathrooms.
Washer/dryer. Cable/interner.
If intereseted contact whitingk@mail.gvsu.edu.

FACULTY AND STAFF some restrictions apply
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classifieds@ lanthorn.com

Sub-leaser needed at 48
WEST!!! June 2013-July
2014. Moving back home.
Roommates are awesome
and great apartment! If inter
ested, please contact Kaylyn
at curtikay@mail.gvsu.edu

Uni

6 /• (.•irtrfNINtt.
http://www.lanthorn.com/
*w3iaili

*>*"

10 VA57 RAffcS (AIM*ANtHI*
Looking for a subleasor for
Copper Beech apartment.
Four bedroom, two boys and
one other girl. For more info
email or call/text
616-212-8740

Subleaser needed for Winter
2013 winter semester. Cam
pus View. 4 bedroom townhouse. $395/month plus utilities.
Contact
pasquine@mail.gvsu.edu or
call/text (616) 240-2709

Needs 2 male Roommates!
Sublease 4 bedroo/2bathroom. Campus View Winter
Semester. Rent $395/month.
Sydney's Boutique
Contact for more details.
Fashion Marketing/Public 586-596-4369.
Relations Intern
munafod@mail.gvsu.edu
Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15567284
Room Available in 4 bedroom
Apply By: 12/17/2012
townhouse.
$445/month.
For More information visit
Utilities.
48
West.
Contact
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
haesheaalexis@gmail.com
for questions/pictures.

Subleaser Needed from
January 2013-July 2012. 4
bedroom/4bathroom 1 half
bathroom. Rent $3475. Fur
nished. Available for tours.
Contact
lyonsme@mail.gvsu.edu

Roommates

2 Female Roomates needed.
4 person housing Copper
Beach for 2013-2014.
$390/month. Personal bath
room/bedroom spacious
kitchen. Contact mcdermon@gmai.gvsu.edu

House for sale. 5327 Windfield. Less than .5 miles from
GVSU $149,000 over 2000
sq ft finish. Buy the house
then rent it out!

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,

.iwiwiiI —y ,*j*r•■'A"*

'oio,44/ &5 I I

http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com/

POST
YOURS FOR

Subleaser/Roommates
needed. Winter 2013 semes
ter. 48 West. Contact hadidonk@mail.qvsu.edu

FREE

Follow us

SUBMITTO

Roommate needed! Male!
House by Pew Campus. Rent
$300/310 month. Utilities in
cluded. If interested please
contact
Gavin
at
fullertq@mail.qvsu.edu.

clusaifiedstslan thorn.cor n

VISIT
;

%tntfjorn

1.1ntorn.com/classified
& road marketplace B5
to find more!
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1 One of the
guys
4 Resort
7 Removes,
v as a hat
12 Remiss
13 Jungfrau,
for one
14 Wear away
15 Recede
16 Site of the
Caymans
18 Blood
group
letters
19 Prepared to
propose
20 New
Zealander
22 Curvy
character
23 Equipment
27 Old hand
29 To-do list
31 Thespian
34 Firebug’s
crime
35 Half a
legendary
comedy team
37 Doctrine
38 Nervous
39 Charged bit
41 Tart
45 More than
enough
47 Sch. org.
48 Source of a
pseudo
chocolate
,52 “Monty

1

3

2

I

8

7

X

9

11

10

14

12
15
18
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32

31

24

25

26

42

43

44

.

33

35
38

47
48

52

53

55

56

58

53
54
55
56
57
58

Python”
opener
Roam
predatorily
Disencumber
Trawler need
Saunter
Billboards
Mound stat

Dismal
Synagogue
VIP
U-shaped
part of a
yoke
Bag
Pluto, once
—ski

7 Credit user’s
problem
8 Sphere
9 Adversary
10 Rx watchdog
11 Sun Yat—
17 “Casablan
ca” heroine
21 Floating
soap brand
23 Bacteria
24 Type
measures
25 Commotion
26 Skedaddled
28 Before
30 Petrol
31 Milwaukee
product
32 Scoundrel

33
36
37
40
42
43
44
45
46
48
49
50
51

Yank
Branch
Embedded
“Tosca” or
“Turandot”
Put one’s
two cents in
Say
Selassie
worshiper
Competent
Tackles’
teammates
Bookkeeper
(Abbr.)
Upper 36Down
Plagiarize
Hooter

CryptoQuip
This is a simple substitution cipher in which each letter used stands
for another. If you think that X equals O, it will equal O throughout
the puzzle. Solution is accomplished by trial and error.

Clue: A equals F

MA EQBXUQVJ EKQFSV AOMTH
VFYMTW 0 ETQLEHQYB, M WFXEE

GQSV.
2012 King Features Synd., Inc.

© 2012 King Fealures Synd., Inc.

Even Exchange

HKXJ LQFSV UX PTQGPXV QFH

Weekly SUDOKU

by Donna Pettman

Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ Irom each other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MAST ER
for an I, you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.

by Linda Thistle
7

4

N __

2. Hard to please

__ C_____ Little finger

3. Tub dweller

A___________ Nuisance

4. Very still

__ E __

6

_____ U_______ Trigger, e g.

6. The Pine Tree state

__________ N __

7. Mr. Munster

H_______________ From Berlin or Essen

9. F.____ Fitzgerald
10. Fortress

__________ T __

4

Corn

Narrate
Talent recruiter

____S__________ Livestock

9

9
8

2

7

3
1

___ P ___

3

3

*

8

1

4

7

Comforter

7
6

5

5. Bungalow or rambler

8. Cooking formula

5

Harriet Beecher____

2

1

8
1. Pebble

9

1
2

6

5
7

Place a number In the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *

★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★★ HOO BOY!
© 20I2 King Fealures Synd.. Inc.

e 2017 King F«*ur«a Synd

Inc.

